Dear Colleagues, Five years ago we had initiated to publish our journal with a lively enthusiasm. We were expecting papers from all medical fields, so we decided on the name of "Journal of Medical Updates". However, when we had sorted the papers published up we saw that all were focused on ENT and related subjects. Therefore, we have decided to continue our publishing journey with a new title of "ENT Updates", which is simpler and more focused.
As the Chair of Continuous Education and Scientific Research Association (CESRA), Turkey, it is my pleasure to acknowledge you that our journal has been indexed at EBSCO Host, Proquest, Index Copernicus, Google Scholar, and TUBITAK ULAK-BIM Turkish Medical Index. Another good news is being under the coverage of "Dergi Park". All librarians as well as you may reach to our published papers through the site http://dergipark.ulakbim.gov.tr/ jofmedupdate/ I would like to invite you to submit your latest manuscripts to "ENT Updates". I promise a fast but meticulous review and final decision.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about the journal or to volunteer to be a reviewer. 
